Digital abuse and abnormal transaction detecting solution
Truz is a solution for digital abusing detection and management. It uses the latest deep
learning technology to detect suspicious transactions and malicious users on digital
platform.
Through research on digital platform transaction data, it analyze various forms of digital
abuse and derives Digital Intelligence. With the extracted DI, it identifies and detects
abnormal transaction behavior and users on the platform.

Why TRUZ?

What is DI?
Digital Abuse Intelligence refers to a
set of analyzed data related to digital
abuse on digital platforms, including
transaction behavior, users,
individual’s digital exploration, etc.

* Digital Abuse
Act of taking financial adventages by
exploiting the characteristics of the platform.
(i.e. transaction fraud, cross trading, etc.)
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24/7 real-time digital abuse monitoring system
- Detects abnormal users and transactions without time
restriction. With high detection speed and accuracy, it can
quickly respond to frauds.
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Effectively decrease the number of customer damage
cases
- With instant fraud detection and risk scoring system, it
detects fraud attempts in timely manner and provides an
appropriate response accordingly.
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Improve the quality of customer service
- Able to provide clear grounds for inquiries and helps to
decrease customer claim with accurate fraud detection. Also,
it reduces customer complaints caused by detection error.

TRUZ can be applied to

Prevent transaction fraud

Effective malicious user management

Build realiable e-commerce platform

Effective risk management

Reduce damage caused by impersonation

Secure brand/product originality

Key Features

Infer Suspicious Users
(Identity Inference)

Behavioral Analysis &
Change Monitoring

Score Based
Risk Management

Based on the information of all users
in the system, analyze the
relationship between each one of
them to detect suspicious users.

Analyze and detect abnormal
transactions and monitor suspicious
user behaviors.

Collect and analyze information such
as user activity record, fraud patterns,
and transaction reviews for risk
scoring.

S2W solve the problems with technology for good

With the analyzed information,
diagnose whether the transaction is a
planned abuse and was set up by an
organizational fraud group

Detect and respond to suspicious
users and transactions based on the
scored risk level.
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